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High in the Santa Monica Mountains near Los Angeles, grisly murders are taking place.
On each of the victim's bodies a note is left for L.A. Sheriff's detective, Gabriel McRay.
The killer's identity is locked in the suppressed memory of a horrifying trauma from
Gabriel's own childhood. Teamed with his forensic pathologist girlfriend and his
pyschiatrist, Gabriel runs two parallel investigations. The first: a dark journey into the
terrifying recollections of his past and the second, the hunt for a serial killer who seems
to know more about Gabriel... than he knows himself.
Finally making these long-awaited, transformational classes available to all, Awakening
Spirit combines a deeply empowering, personalized experience with a formal
curriculum that is balanced, comprehensive and challenging.
The Alexander Technique has long been recognized throughout the world as a powerful
method for unlearning unconscious, habitual behavior, alleviating physical and mental
stress, and encouraging personal growth and transformation. In The Alexander
Technique and Beyond, Glen Park makes it available to us in exciting new ways.In the
first part of the book, Glen Park reviews Alexander's basic techniques, how they
differentiate between the use and misuse of the physical body. In the second part, she
applies these principles to the emotional and spiritual dimensions. She examines the
human being in terms of its energy system, surrounded by an aura and organized by
the seven chakras. The Alexander Technique and Beyond offers fascinating insights
into how we function, with a methodology for allowing change to happen.
You may have seen the movies and read the books about manifestation, but your
power to create your dreams still seems to be missing the mark. Don't throw in the
towel yet—there's a radically new approach that may reveal the missing piece of the
puzzle. With Creating on Purpose, innovative teachers Anodea Judith and Lion
Goodman present a comprehensive, systematic method for realizing your highest
aspirations. Shared with thousands in their popular nationwide workshops, this unique,
step-by-step approach guides us through a rich study of the inner self, the outer world,
and how to connect the two to make your dreams come true. Manifestation is the
process of bringing the spiritual and material together to create a better life for yourself,
your family, and your community, explain Anodea and Lion. At the heart of this work are
the energy centers known as the chakras, which offer us a profound formula for
wholeness, a template for transformation, and a sacred map for manifestation. Learn
how to make use of the top-down flow of energy between chakras—an ancient key to
effective change, and a way of aligning our desires with our highest good, as you
explore: Chakra Seven: Consciousness Creates—Receive guidance and grace, clarify
ideas into intention, and clear limiting beliefs Chakra Six: Vision Vitalizes—Imagine
possibilities, discover your purpose, and visualize your path to fulfillment Chakra Five:
Conversation Catalyzes—Tell your story, refine your mission, and set goals to chart your
course Chakra Four: Love Enlivens—Find the right relationships, establish your network,
and co-create with beauty and love Chakra Three: Power Produces—Become proactive,
strengthen your will, and handle distractions and obstacles Chakra Two: Pleasure
Pleases—Ride the river of passion, balance masculine and feminine energies, and
attract what you want and need Chakra One: Matter Matters—Honor your commitments,
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inhabit your body, and complete every cycle “When you align your heavenly wisdom
with the love in your heart and combine your future vision with your unique skills and
abilities,” write Anodea and Lion, “you can begin to drive your vehicle toward your
destiny, giving your gifts for the benefit of all beings.” Here is your opportunity to
participate in this important work through Creating on Purpose.
Techniques for healing, utilising the seven energy centres of ancient medicine.
Creating true intimacy takes work, and many people don't know where to begin. Basing
her work on both psychological and social research, Robins offers a roadmap to the
relationship between intuition_our sixth sense_and creating true intimacy. Offering
simple mindfulness and reflective exercises, she helps readers learn to integrate ideas
from both Eastern and Western approaches into everyday practice that is intended to
both open and protect our mental, physical, emotional and spiritual health.
On the Journey:The Art of Living with Breast Cancer is my personal experience of the
diagnosis and first phase of treatment of breast cancer. A mammogram confirmed a
mass; the biopsy confirmed it was cancer. I was diagnosed with stage 3, breast cancer
February 22nd, 2013. That was the beginning. I started this series of mandalas to help
me get through the Journey on which I was embarking. What has helped me the most
has been using art to process my feelings, creating a new mandala each day to move
healthy healing energy into my body and process out the negative energy. I knew from
the beginning, art was and is essential for my healing. Creating the mandalas and doing
the writings On the Journey has supported me emotionally through this difficult time.
Doing art, on a nearly daily basis, has kept me focused on the Now. Sharing the
Journey has helped me. I have learned I am not alone. On January 2, 2014, I was
upgraded to stage 4, breast cancer. The Journey continues with the loving support from
my community, a sisterhood of survivors and thrivers, friends and loved ones.
Hundreds of people have sent me angels, their prayers, their love and support. We all
need to know we belong, that we are part of this glorious species: human kind. Enjoy
and explore your own journey as well.
Readings and exercises lead you on a quest to find and embrace a greater spirituality
in your life via the Triple Goddess life path.
The Button Therapy Book is a practical cognitive counseling manual for mental health
professionals and a psychological self-help book designed to: Help you identify, modify,
and eliminate your Buttons that trigger stress and distress in your life. Help you identify
potentially troublesome cognitions related to your thinking styles such as "black and
white thinking"; should messages such as "I should do everything perfectly"; selfdefeating core beliefs such as "I am a victim of life's circumstances"; and defense
mechanisms such as denial and rationalization. Includes the Cognitive SelfAssessment Inventory (CSAI) to help you identify your troublesome cognitions and
Buttons. Includes the Motivational States Inventory (MSI) to help you determine which
of the six motivational states is associated with your Buttons that get pushed. Help you
determine which of the "six centers of consciousness" you are spending the most time
in with the Centers of Consciousness Rating Scale (CCRS) in the Motivational States
Inventory. Teach you a portable Six-Step Button Therapy Method to utilize anytime and
anywhere you have a Button pushed which causes emotional distress. Help you
become more conscious, aware, loving, and compassionate. Improve your
interpersonal relationships. Facilitate your journey of personal and spiritual growth.
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Early Acclaim for The Button Therapy Book Improve Your Quality of Life and Parenting
Skills The Button Therapy Book has made an incredible difference in my attitude and
my life. I am able to relax more and don't get as uptight or angry as I used to. I have
always been a person who had my "Buttons pushed" fairly easily and now I understand
how to identify my Buttons, address them in a calm and loving way and most
importantly, get rid of them. I've also been able to take the information given in the book
and pass it on to my children to help them overcome their "Buttons." Dr. Goodwin gives
the reader all the tools they need to live happier, healthier lives, starting immediately! I
highly recommend this book, it is a must for any person who is interested in improving
his or her quality of life and getting rid of those buttons! Jodie Wilkerson from
Greenville, NC Get Ready to Unbutton and Be Free! Button Therapy, a 'MUST HAVE'
for any mental health professional and/or the lay person. I have found many insights in
this book and I have recommended it to just about everyone I know. I think that Dr.
Goodwin has hit the 'button on the head', and has loosened it's thread with his
insightful, caring explanation of our 'Buttons' and how to deal with them. I find myself
referring to it regularly in my business. Thanks Lloyd, I am happier, my clients are
happier and we all understand others and ourselves better now that we have read your
book. We will all be looking forward to your next work! Suzanne Osborne, Ph.D.,
Clinical Psychologist, Forensic Psychologist, Criminal Profiler, Counselor from North
Myrtle Beach, SC A Model for Personal and Spiritual Growth The Button Therapy Book
is a creative synthesis of Eastern and Western models for personal and spiritual
growth. An incredible compilation and synthesis of psychological self-help techniques.
You would have to read 10 books to get the information and number of self-help
techniques presented in this book. I've personally benefited from applying this practical
six-step self-help model to some of my Buttons. The chapter titled "30 Seeds for Your
Mind's Garden" is worth the price of this book alone. The "30 Seeds" are guidelines that
have been helpful in my journey of personal and spiritual growth. Planting these "lifeenhancing seeds" into the gardens of our minds enables us to become more consciou
Witchcraft practices around the world and from many periods in history are defined and
explained.
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For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve the balance
and well-being they seek in their everyday lives. With every issue,Yoga Journal strives
to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their
bodies and minds. We are dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics
such as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.
Il sistema dei chakra è nato in India più di quattromila anni fa. Si parla dei chakra negli
antichi testi dei Veda, nelle più tarde Upanishad, negli Yoga Sutra di Patanjali e più
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diffusamente nel xvi secolo da parte di uno yogi indiano in un testo divenuto poi
celebre.Oggi i chakra sono un concetto diffuso. In Occidente, generalmente indicano
delle entità in grado di unire il corpo e la mente, l’elemento fisico e quello psichico. I
chakra, tuttavia, che alla lettera vogliono dire ruota o disco, e si riferiscono a una sfera
rotante di pura energia spirituale, non sono per niente entità o oggetti fisici. Come
vediamo il vento attraverso il movimento delle foglie e dei rami, così possiamo
percepire la presenza dei chakra nella forma del nostro corpo fisico, negli schemi che si
manifestano nella nostra vita, nei modi in cui pensiamo, sentiamo e affrontiamo le
situazioni che l’esistenza presenta, ma mai direttamente. Con un linguaggio pacato e
piacevole, Anodea Judith mostra in questo libro l’insieme delle azioni che i chakra
esercitano sul corpo, sul pensiero e sul comportamento umani. L’opera merita a buon
diritto il titolo Il libro dei chakra poiché, con l’aiuto delle moderne teorie psicoanalitiche
e delle terapie corporee, è la più esaustiva e completa guida occidentale all’uso del
sistema dei chakra come percorso di analisi e guarigione. Dalla prima pubblicazione di
questo libro, nel 1996, il sistema dei chakra si è progressivamente sviluppato in
Occidente. Il numero di centri yoga che insegnano asana e tecniche di meditazione che
aprono i chakra è cresciuto esponenzialmente. Le teorie sulla guarigione energetica
stanno influenzando sia la medicina sia la psicoterapia, generando il desiderio di nuovi
modelli. In questa nuova edizione aggiornata Anodea Judith propone «un viaggio
attraverso le molte dimensioni del sé», un viaggio che, attraverso il Ponte
dell’Arcobaleno, com’è definito il sistema dei chakra, conduce il lettore «verso una
trasformazione della coscienza collegando spirito e materia, cielo e terra, mente e
corpo».
Use the power of life force to live your highest potential. We all know what it’s like to
have a “charge” about something. It’s a feeling of excitement, fear, sexual arousal, or
irritation. But what we don’t currently know is how to use charge for the behaviors we
want to create. Charge is a word for the basic life force running through us. This force is
crucial if we are to meet the challenges of difficult situations, heal past wounds and
traumas, and manage the stress of modern life. Even more, it is essential for
understanding how to master your own life force and become all you can be. This book
makes an important contribution to the growing field of Energy Medicine, by looking at
charge as the interface between mind and body, and the missing ingredient in MindBody healing. It brings the reader into a deep intimacy with their own life force, as well
as an understanding of how charge runs their relationships, their children, their clients,
and patients. It examines how we can become “overcharged” or “undercharged” and
how to bring about balance through practices of charging and discharging. Each
chapter gives simple exercises to put these principles into practice. World-renowned
teacher, somatic therapist, best-selling author, and advanced yoga teacher, Anodea
Judith, Ph.D., addresses all this and more in her groundbreaking book on mastering the
life force. Taken from her decades of teaching on the subject and her doctoral work in
Mind-Body medicine, this book contributes something entirely new to the literature on
healing self and others.
The innovative YogaKids® program offers more than just poses: It blends traditional
yoga and its benefits with new theories of multiple learning styles in a comprehensive,
imaginative, and playful approach to education. The best-selling YogaKids® video (a
Parent's Choice award winner) has been helping kids—and their parents—discover the
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pleasures and benefits of yoga for more than seven years. With this book, Marsha
Wenig's fun and child-friendly course is expanded and enriched for parents, teachers,
and caregivers. YogaKids® presents more than 50 carefully selected poses, in clear,
easy-to-follow, color photographs, paired with special activities that stimulate children's
verbal, spatial, and artistic skills. The book includes special yoga routines to cover a
multitude of common situations, such as calming down, getting ready for a test, or even
riding in a car, as well as help for children with special needs. Parents learn the
physical and emotional benefits of each pose; children discover that learning is fun, that
exercise feels good, and that taking care of their bodies is easy. - Designed for kids and
adults to use together - Integrates yoga with verbal, spatial, and mathematical learning Follow-up to the best-selling YogaKids® video, a Parents' Choice award winner - Two
new videos to be released this fall - National author tour - National print and broadcast
publicity - Online marketing
Greenia, a massage therapist, explores subtle energy healing and balancing in the new
millennium. By blending discoveries from quantum physics with concepts of the
powerful energies of the heart center, this book emphasizes the importance of energy
therapies. Fully returnable.
Provides solid principles and proven measures to promote optimal health and wellbeing using a holistic approach.
It only took eight years in the making, but I have finally completed my book on a variety
of rapid recovery and healing techniques that I use in my counselling practice and with
athletes. Many workshop attendees had asked that I put these techniques in an easy-tofollow format, with an explanation as to why certain things work the way they do. I
believe I have now achieved that goal. These methods are helpful for maximising
mind/body maintenance by clearing fears, phobias, addictions, obsessions,
compulsions, traumas and all forms of self-sabotage. They can help optimize all
aspects of our lives and open us to the fullness of life's possibilities.
Bodies of Worship explores how the ecclesial, ritual, individual, and cultural bodies
engaged in the Church's worship contribute to the theory and practice of both liturgical
theology and pastoral ministry. The authors bring solid historical and theoretical
scholarship to bear on the practice and experience of the liturgy and spirituality of the
Church.
As portals between the physical and spiritual planes, the chakras offer unparalleled
opportunities for growth, healing, and transformation. Anodea Judith's classic
introduction to the chakra system, which has sold over 200,000 copies, has been
completely updated and expanded. It includes revised chapters on relationships,
evolution, and healing, and a new section on raising children with healthy chakras.
Wheels of Life takes you on a powerful journey through progressively transcendent
levels of consciousness. View this ancient metaphysical system through the light of new
metaphors, ranging from quantum physics to child development. Learn how to explore
and balance your own chakras using poetic meditations and simple yoga
movements—along with gaining spiritual wisdom, you'll experience better health, more
energy, enhanced creativity, and the ability to manifest your dreams. Praise: "Wheels of
Life is the most significant and influential book on the chakras ever written."— John
Friend, founder of Anusara Yoga
Exploration of human energy centers and their role in the human evolutionary process.
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Offers axioms and resources to help readers guide their own evolution consciously
toward a quantum leap to higher awareness, personal growth and balance.
Il sistema dei chakra è nato in India più di quattromila anni fa. Si parla dei chakra negli
antichi testi dei Veda, nelle più tarde Upanishad, negli Yoga Sutra di Patanjali e più
diffusamente nel XVI secolo da parte di uno yogi indiano in un testo divenuto poi
celebre. Oggi i chakra sono un concetto diffuso. In Occidente, generalmente indicano
delle entità in grado di unire il corpo e la mente, l'elemento fisico e quello psichico. I
chakra, tuttavia, che alla lettera vogliono dire ruota o disco, e si riferiscono a una sfera
rotante di pura energia spirituale, non sono per niente entità o oggetti fisici. Come
vediamo il vento attraverso il movimento delle foglie e dei rami, così possiamo
percepire la presenza dei chakra nella forma del nostro corpo fisico, negli schemi che si
manifestano nella nostra vita, nei modi in cui pensiamo, sentiamo e affrontiamo le
situazioni che l'esistenza presenta, ma mai direttamente. Con un linguaggio pacato e
piacevole, Anodea Judith mostra in questo libro l'insieme delle azioni che i chakra
esercitano sul corpo, sul pensiero e sul comportamento umani. L'opera merita a buon
diritto il titolo Il libro dei chakra poiché, con l'aiuto delle moderne teorie psicoanalitiche e
delle terapie corporee, è la più esaustiva e completa guida occidentale all'uso del
sistema dei chakra come percorso di analisi e guarigione. Nella sua introduzione,
Anodea Judith non esita a definire il contenuto di queste pagine come "un viaggio
attraverso le molte dimensioni del sé", un viaggio che, attraverso il Ponte
dell'Arcobaleno, com'è definito il sistema dei chakra, conduce il lettore "verso una
trasformazione della coscienza collegando spirito e materia, cielo e terra, mente e
corpo". «Un libro che illumina l'antico sistema dei chakra attraverso la psicologia
occidentale.» The New York Times «Un libro unico e raro che sa mirabilmente unire
psicologia, spiritualità e terapia corporea.» Publishers Weekly
This book is alive. It senses your presence. It is meant to be like an apprenticeship with
a wise teacher...the teacher being you. There is power on every page should you
choose to open to receive it. In fact, this book is reading you just as you are reading it.
It's in partnership with Life, and the three of you, whether you realize it or not, are
colluding to give you exactly what you need. It will arrive, whether or not you follow
through on the exercises. Your intent is enough to bring it to you. Will you be aware
when it arrives or will the moment pass unrecognized?" A treasure trove of poetic
activations and sound wisdom based on The Unknown Mother: A Magical Walk with the
Goddess of Sound, YOUR TRUE VOICE is a stand-alone or companion text offering
detailed practices that encourage your enchanted journey through the 10 Gates of
Sound...The Vocal Channel, Breath, Letters, Words, Storytelling, Listening, Vibration,
Vocal Toning, True Voice, and Rainbow Light, and beyond. Included are quotes from
the original text, explanations, anecdotes, journal prompts, and the all new
Transformational Voicework processes…powerful tools to help you recover your
authenticity, creativity, and truth for a fully-expressed Self!
Learn to treat a variety of diagnostic disorders through various psychospiritual
treatment models! Increasing numbers of people are moving beyond psychological
therapy to seek alternative spiritual perspectives to medical and mental health care
such as yoga and meditation. The Psychospiritual Clinician’s Handbook: Alternative
Methods for Understanding and Treating Mental Disorders provides the latest
theoretical perspectives and practical applications by recognized experts in positive and
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integrative psychotherapy. Leading clinicians examine and re-examine their therapeutic
worldviews and attitudes to focus on the right problems to solve—for the whole person.
This essential Handbook is a window on the quiet revolution now sweeping the field of
psychology, that of locating the whole human being in the center of the therapeutic
process. The Psychospiritual Clinician’s Handbook: Alternative Methods for
Understanding and Treating Mental Disorders helps you effectively treat the whole
person by providing a practical introduction to some of the worldviews and most
effective practices like yoga, meditation, and humanological therapy used by
psychospiritually oriented therapists. Helpful illustrations of body positions used in yoga
and meditation plus photographs, tables, figures, and detailed case studies illustrate the
process. The Psychospiritual Clinician’s Handbook: Alternative Methods for
Understanding and Treating Mental Disorders will show you: the importance of a
therapist’s worldview for effective therapeutic outcome new perspectives on alternative
treatments for depression, anxiety, eating disorders, OCD, PTSD, ADHD, Alzheimer’s
disease, and sexual dysfunction how yoga and mindfulness meditation can be used in
psychotherapy the use and integration of meditation therapies in emergency situations
the therapeutic integration of other alternative treatments, such as Kundalini yoga each
contributor’s case studies as illustration of effective treatment The Psychospiritual
Clinician’s Handbook: Alternative Methods for Understanding and Treating Mental
Disorders is an invaluable resource for those interested in treating patients with a
therapeutic process that is effective, adaptable, and wholly transformational.
More than 60 pagan leaders and teachers describe in their own words what they
believe and what they practice. • Addresses how Pagans view parenting, organized
religion, and politics. • Introduces the wide range of possibilities within the neo-Pagan
movement. • By Ellen Evert Hopman, author of A Druid's Herbal for the Sacred Earth
Year; Walking the World in Wonder: A Children's Herbal; and Tree Medicine, Tree
Magic. Who are the pagans and what do they stand for? Why would some of the
members of the best educated, most materially comfortable generation of Americans
look back to mystical traditions many millennia old? During the last few decades,
millions of people have embraced ancient philosophies that honor Earth and the
spiritual power of each individual. Ways of worship from sources as diverse as the preChristian Celts, ancient Egypt, and Native American traditions are currently helping
their followers find meaning in life while living in the Information Age. In this book Pagan
leaders and teachers describe in their own words what they believe and what they
practice. From Margot Adler, an NPR reporter and author of Drawing Down the Moon,
to Isaac Bonewits, ArchDruid and founder of a modern neo-Druidic organization, those
interviewed in this book express the rich diversity of modern Paganism. Hopman's
insightful questions draw on her own experiences as a Pagan and Druid as well as on
her extensive research. With coauthor Lawrence Bond, she examines how Pagans
address such issues as parenting, organized religion, and politics. The resulting
dialogues illuminate the modern Pagan revival.
Ranging widely among Western scientific and analytic ideas and Eastern (Hindu and
Buddhist) conceptions related to human consciousness, its nature, and origins, Combs
(U. of North Carolina at Asheville) suggests that there is a lot less separating these
seemingly incongruent ideas than we have previously thought. Throughout the
discussion he clings to a process view of human consciousness that is consistent with
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his own background in chaos theory and the sciences of complexity. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Fusing ancient Western spirituality, energy work, and psychology, The Great Work is a
practical guide to personal transformation season by season. Learn to be truly holistic
by incorporating key physical, emotional, and energetic practices into your life at times
when the natural tides are in harmony with your process. The Great Work captures the
core essence of each festival with eight key themes that span the annual cycle—a cycle
that reflects human development and experience. Discover how Yule can alleviate a
painful childhood, how Beltane can facilitate conscious relationships, and how Mabon
can assist with determining your life's purpose. Find guidance through daily journal
questions, elemental meditations, and the author's unique energy-healing technique of
Hynni. With this invaluable resource for your journey of inner alchemy, you'll develop an
intimate connection with the earth's impulse to create balance and harmony. Praise:
"Tiffany Lazic weaves together psychology, myth, meditation and keen observation of
the natural world, creating an invaluable and original resource for healing work of all
kinds. Inviting and accessible to all readers."—Elizabeth Cunningham, author of The
Maeve Chronicles "The Great Work presents inspiring insights and practical exercises
that help unlock the alchemical mysteries at the heart of the Eightfold Path, and which
facilitate a deep connection with the cycles of nature as they reveal their
transformational powers in all of us."—Jhenah Telyndru, author of Avalon Within
In this ground-breaking work, Allan Combs presents a wide-ranging survey of the
nature and origins of consciousness research, viewing consciousness as a dynamic
and self-organizing process with evolutionary potential. Combs reviews the work of
evolutionary theorists such as Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Ken Wilber, Jean Gebser,
and Sri Aurobindo. What emerges is a fascinating study of consciousness that
discloses itself as a rich and ongoing act of self-creation, poised at the edge of chaos
between past and future.
An accessible, authoritative guide on balancing your energetic body to heal both body
and mind. Chakras Made Easy is the ideal book for readers who are new to, or curious
about, energy healing systems. Written by Anodea Judith, world-renowned energy
healing expert, it offers a complete range of practical tools on using chakras to balance,
heal and take charge of your wellbeing. In this book, the reader will learn: * the
meaning, function, and purpose of each chakra * the childhood experiences that affect
and programme each chakra * the role each chakra plays in our lives, including in our
health, relationships, and decision-making * physical, emotional, and mental signs of
chakra imbalances * simple yet powerful exercises to balance each chakra * using the
chakras as a tool for liberation, manifestation, reception, and expression This book was
previously published within the Hay House Basics series.
In this inspiring guide to self-discovery, spiritual medium and healer Carole J. Obley
leads you in an enlightening journey of healing and empowerment through helping you
connect with your intuitive awareness beyond your five physical senses. She shows
how you can use the power of your thoughts to understand and heal karma from your
past lives, speak with your angels and guides, tune into the spirit world and attract
prosperity. Personal experiences of the author and intriguing revelations received
through direct communication with the spirit world make Embracing the Ties That Bind:
Connecting With Spirit a must read for spiritual seekers everywhere.
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Argues that a woman's belly is the site of her soul and "source energy," and provides
exercises designed to access this power.
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"Ecstasy is about waking up and finding that you are in love with life." Most people think
of ecstasy in terms of sexual ecstasy, which Tantric sex expert Margot Anand wrote
about in her bestselling The Art of Sexual Ecstasy. Now, in The Art of Everyday
Ecstasy, Anand expands our definition of ecstasy and shows how we can harness its
energy to help us live, work, and love more passionately, joyfully, and with true spiritual
focus. Our modern, work-obsessed, stress-filled culture—what Anand calls the "antiecstatic conspiracy"—has dulled our spirits, thrown us off balance, and alienated us from
meaningful everyday experiences. In this inspirational journey toward finding the
healing nature of ecstasy, Anand explains how the two types of ecstatic
experiences—the moments of epiphany called Ecstatic Awakenings, and Everyday
Ecstasy, or the Ecstasy of Flow, a connection to our power and inner wisdom—can help
us move beyond pain and doubt to reach our highest potential. Based on the spiritual
path of Tantra, Anand shows how to use the natural energy system of our bodies--the
seven chakras—as a map to ecstasy. As she guides us through the chakras, she
explains how each one plays an important role in transforming energy into erotic
passion, healing, empowerment, compassion, creativity, insight, and gratitude. Blocked
chakras manifest themselves in surprising ways; wholeness can be achieved only when
all of the chakras are open with energy flowing freely. By transforming negative
behavioral patterns into positive ones and strengthening ourselves physically,
emotionally, and spiritually, we can improve our health, sex life, career, relationships,
and find profound meaning in everyday moments. With personal anecdotes, exercises,
meditations, and rituals, The Art of Everyday Ecstasy shows us how to bring ecstatic
energy into the body, mind, heart, and spirit—"to embrace every moment in our totality,
to respond bodily, feel from the heart, perceive with clarity, and be fully present to
others and to life."
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
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